Unit 4 Macroeconomics Activity 37
When people should go to the books stores, search instigation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why we present the
ebook compilations in this website. It will categorically ease you to look guide Unit 4 Macroeconomics Activity 37 as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your
method can be all best place within net connections. If you take aim to download and install the Unit 4 Macroeconomics Activity 37 , it is definitely
simple then, previously currently we extend the associate to buy and create bargains to download and install Unit 4 Macroeconomics Activity 37 for
that reason simple!

Effectiveness of Central Banks and Their Role in the Global Financial
Crisis - Shamshad Akhtar 2009
The Orange Economy - Inter American Development Bank 2013-10-01
This manual has been designed and written with the purpose of
introducing key concepts and areas of debate around the "creative
economy", a valuable development opportunity that Latin America, the
Caribbean and the world at large cannot afford to miss. The creative
economy, which we call the "Orange Economy" in this book (you'll see
why), encompasses the immense wealth of talent, intellectual property,
interconnectedness, and, of course, cultural heritage of the Latin
American and Caribbean region (and indeed, every region). At the end of
this manual, you will have the knowledge base necessary to understand
and explain what the Orange Economy is and why it is so important. You
will also acquire the analytical tools needed to take better advantage of
opportunities across the arts, heritage, media, and creative services.
Bank Funding Costs for International Banks - Rita Babihuga 2014-04-30
This paper investigates the determinants of bank funding costs for a
sample of internationally active banks from 2001–12. We find that
changes in banks’ unsecured funding costs are associated with bankspecific characteristics such as an institution’s credit worthiness and the
return on its market value, and importantly, on the level and quality of
capital. Similarly, market factors such as the level of investor risk
appetite, as well as shocks to financial markets—notably the US
subprime crisis and the Euro Area sovereign debt crisis—have also been
key drivers of the sharp rise in bank funding costs. We also find evidence
that large systemically important institutions have enjoyed a funding
advantage, and that this advantage has risen since the onset of the two
crises. With the exception of Euro Area periphery banks, by end-2012 the
rise in funding costs had generally been reversed for most major banks
as a result of improvments in bank asset quality as well as steps taken to
increase resilience, notably higher capitalization. Our results suggest
increased capital buffers may potentially support bank lending to the real
economy by reducing bank funding costs.
Financial Derivatives - International Monetary Fund. Statistics Dept.
2000-05-10
In the late 1990s, international statistical experts confirmed that
financial derivatives should be treated as financial assets and that
transactions in financial derivatives should be reported as separate
transactions rather than as integral parts of the values of underlying
transactions or of financial assets to which some derivatives are linked as
hedges. Therefore, to parallel revisions made to the System of National
Accounts (1993), an addendum and amendments to the fifth edition
(1993) of the Balance of Payments Manual (BPM5) were prepared and
published, in early 2000, as a supplement entitled Financial Derivatives.
This supplement comprises two parts. Part I contains a new chapter in
which the features of financial derivatives and treatments appropriate for
specific derivatives were described. Part II consists of modifications to
those portions of the BPM5 that pertain to financial derivatives. The
revisions are shown by means of shading and strikeout. Financial
Derivatives is an essential component of the BPM5.
The Principles of Scientific Management - Frederick Winslow Taylor
1913
The Travels of Marco Polo, the Venetian - Marco Polo 1914
Asian Perspectives on Financial Sector Reforms and Regulation Masahiro Kawai 2011
"Examines Asia's emerging markets, which survived the financial debacle
of 2008-09 with only modest declines in growth; discusses activities that
could dampen continuing development in these markets including
inflation, surging capital inflows, asset and credit bubbles, and rapid
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currency appreciation; and offers strategies to promote financial
stability"--Provided by publisher.
Crisis and Response - Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
2018-03-06
Crisis and Response: An FDIC History, 2008¿2013 reviews the
experience of the FDIC during a period in which the agency was
confronted with two interconnected and overlapping crises¿first, the
financial crisis in 2008 and 2009, and second, a banking crisis that began
in 2008 and continued until 2013. The history examines the FDIC¿s
response, contributes to an understanding of what occurred, and shares
lessons from the agency¿s experience.
Government Finance Statistics Manual - Sage De Clerck 2015-03-10
The Government Finance Statistics Manual 2014 (GFSM
2014)—describes a specialized macroeconomic statistical
framework––the government finance statistics (GFS)
framework––designed to support fiscal analysis. The manual provides the
economic and statistical reporting principles to be used in compiling the
statistics; describes guidelines for presenting fiscal statistics within an
analytic framework that includes appropriate balancing items; and is
harmonized with other macroeconomic statistical guidelines.
The American Business Cycle - Robert J. Gordon 2007-11-01
In recent decades the American economy has experienced the worst
peace-time inflation in its history and the highest unemployment rate
since the Great Depression. These circumstances have prompted
renewed interest in the concept of business cycles, which Joseph
Schumpeter suggested are "like the beat of the heart, of the essence of
the organism that displays them." In The American Business Cycle, some
of the most prominent macroeconomics in the United States focuses on
the questions, To what extent are business cycles propelled by external
shocks? How have post-1946 cycles differed from earlier cycles? And,
what are the major factors that contribute to business cycles? They
extend their investigation in some areas as far back as 1875 to afford a
deeper understanding of both economic history and the most recent
economic fluctuations. Seven papers address specific aspects of
economic activity: consumption, investment, inventory change, fiscal
policy, monetary behavior, open economy, and the labor market. Five
papers focus on aggregate economic activity. In a number of cases, the
papers present findings that challenge widely accepted models and
assumptions. In addition to its substantive findings, The American
Business Cycle includes an appendix containing both the first published
history of the NBER business-cycle dating chronology and many
previously unpublished historical data series.
The Measurement of Capital - Dan Usher 2008-04-15
How is real capital measured by government statistical agencies? How
could this measure be improved to correspond more closely to an
economist's ideal measure of capital in economic analysis and
prediction? It is possible to construct a single, reliable time series for all
capital goods, regardless of differences in vintage, technological
complexity, and rates of depreciation? These questions represent the
common themes of this collection of papers, originally presented at a
1976 meeting of the Conference on Income and Wealth.
Understanding National Accounts Second Edition - Lequiller François
2014-10-20
This is an update of OECD 2006 "Understanding National Accounts". It
contains new data, new chapters and is adapted to the new systems of
national accounts, SNA 2008 and ESA 2010.
Reverse Stress Testing in Banking - Michael Eichhorn 2021-05-24
Reverse stress testing was introduced in risk management as a
regulatory tool for financial institutions more than a decade ago. The
recent Covid-19 crisis illustrates its relevance and highlights the need for
a systematic re-thinking of tail risks in the banking sector. This book
addresses the need for practical guidance describing the entire reverse
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stress testing process. Reverse Stress Testing in Banking features
contributions from a diverse range of established practitioners and
academics. Organized in six parts, the book presents a series of
contributions providing an in-depth understanding of: Regulatory
requirements and ways to address them Quantitative and qualitative
approaches to apply reverse stress testing at different levels – from
investment portfolios and individual banks to the entire banking system
The use of artificial intelligence, machine learning and quantum
computing to gain insights into and address banks’ structural
weaknesses Opportunities to co-integrate reverse stress testing with
recovery and resolution planning Governance and processes for board
members and C-suite executives Readers will benefit from the case
studies, use cases from practitioners, discussion questions,
recommendations and innovative practices provided in this insightful and
pioneering book.
World Economic Situation and Prospects 2020 - United Nations
2020-01-16
This is the United Nations definitive report on the state of the world
economy, providing global and regional economic outlook for 2020 and
2021. Produced by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the
five United Nations regional commissions, the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, with contributions from the UN
World Tourism Organization and other intergovernmental agencies.
Asset Markets, Portfolio Choice and Macroeconomic Activity - T. Asada
2011-05-27
This book extends the KMG framework (Keynes, Meltzer, Goodwin) and
focuses on financial issues. It integrates Tobin's macroeconomic portfolio
approach and emphasizes the issue of stock-flow consistency.
Understanding Global Liquidity - Sandra Eickmeier 2013
We explore the concept of global liquidity based on a factor model
estimated using a large set of financial and macroeconomic variables
from 24 advanced and emerging market economies. We measure global
liquidity conditions based on the common global factors in the dynamics
of liquidity indicators. By imposing theoretically motivated sign
restrictions on factor loadings, we achieve a structural identification of
the factors. The results suggest that global liquidity conditions are
largely driven by three common factors and can therefore not be
summarised by a single indicator. These three factors can be identified
as global monetary policy, global credit supply and global credit demand.
Stressed, Not Frozen - Gara Afonso 2010
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Examines
the impact of the financial crisis of 2008, specifically the bankruptcy of
Lehman Brothers, on the federal funds market. Rather than a complete
collapse of lending in the presence of a market-wide shock, banks
became more restrictive in their choice of counter-parties. Following the
Lehman bankruptcy, amounts and spreads became more sensitive to a
borrowing bank¿s characteristics. While the market did not contract
dramatically, lending rates increased. Further, the market did not seem
to expand to meet the increased demand predicted by the drop in other
bank funding markets. The authors examine discount window borrowing
as a proxy for unmet fed funds demand and find that the fed funds
market is not indiscriminate. Illustrations.
Money, Bank Credit, and Economic Cycles - Jesús Huerta de Soto
2006

due to (unknown) unknowns – be they tipping points, fault lines, or
spillovers. Corresponding to these three tenets, specific areas for further
reforms are identified. Policy makers need to resist, however, fine-tuning
regulations: a “do not harm” approach is often preferable. And as risks
will remain, crisis management needs to be made an integral part of
system design, not relegated to improvisation after the fact.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution - Klaus Schwab 2017-01-03
World-renowned economist Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive
Chairman of the World Economic Forum, explains that we have an
opportunity to shape the fourth industrial revolution, which will
fundamentally alter how we live and work. Schwab argues that this
revolution is different in scale, scope and complexity from any that have
come before. Characterized by a range of new technologies that are
fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, the developments are
affecting all disciplines, economies, industries and governments, and
even challenging ideas about what it means to be human. Artificial
intelligence is already all around us, from supercomputers, drones and
virtual assistants to 3D printing, DNA sequencing, smart thermostats,
wearable sensors and microchips smaller than a grain of sand. But this is
just the beginning: nanomaterials 200 times stronger than steel and a
million times thinner than a strand of hair and the first transplant of a 3D
printed liver are already in development. Imagine “smart factories” in
which global systems of manufacturing are coordinated virtually, or
implantable mobile phones made of biosynthetic materials. The fourth
industrial revolution, says Schwab, is more significant, and its
ramifications more profound, than in any prior period of human history.
He outlines the key technologies driving this revolution and discusses the
major impacts expected on government, business, civil society and
individuals. Schwab also offers bold ideas on how to harness these
changes and shape a better future—one in which technology empowers
people rather than replaces them; progress serves society rather than
disrupts it; and in which innovators respect moral and ethical boundaries
rather than cross them. We all have the opportunity to contribute to
developing new frameworks that advance progress.
Advanced Placement Economics - John S. Morton 2003
Liquidity Ratios as Monetary Policy Tools: Some Historical Lessons for
Macroprudential Policy - Eric Monnet 2019-08-16
This paper explores what history can tell us about the interactions
between macroprudential and monetary policy. Based on numerous
historical documents, we show that liquidity ratios similar to the
Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) were commonly used as monetary policy
tools by central banks between the 1930s and 1980s. We build a model
that rationalizes the mechanisms described by contemporary central
bankers, in which an increase in the liquidity ratio has contractionary
effects, because it reduces the quantity of assets banks can pledge as
collateral. This effect, akin to quantity rationing, is more pronounced
when excess reserves are scarce.
Data Science for Economics and Finance - Sergio Consoli 2021
This open access book covers the use of data science, including advanced
machine learning, big data analytics, Semantic Web technologies, natural
language processing, social media analysis, time series analysis, among
others, for applications in economics and finance. In addition, it shows
some successful applications of advanced data science solutions used to
extract new knowledge from data in order to improve economic
forecasting models. The book starts with an introduction on the use of
data science technologies in economics and finance and is followed by
thirteen chapters showing success stories of the application of specific
data science methodologies, touching on particular topics related to
novel big data sources and technologies for economic analysis (e.g. social
media and news); big data models leveraging on
supervised/unsupervised (deep) machine learning; natural language
processing to build economic and financial indicators; and forecasting
and nowcasting of economic variables through time series analysis. This
book is relevant to all stakeholders involved in digital and data-intensive
research in economics and finance, helping them to understand the main
opportunities and challenges, become familiar with the latest
methodological findings, and learn how to use and evaluate the
performances of novel tools and frameworks. It primarily targets data
scientists and business analysts exploiting data science technologies, and
it will also be a useful resource to research students in disciplines and
courses related to these topics. Overall, readers will learn modern and
effective data science solutions to create tangible innovations for
economic and financial applications.
Effects of Bank Capital on Lending - Joseph M. Berrospide 2011-04

The Global Financial Crisis - Dick Kazuyuki Nanto 2009
Contents: (1) Recent Developments and Analysis; (2) The Global
Financial Crisis and U.S. Interests: Policy; Four Phases of the Global
Financial Crisis; (3) New Challenges and Policy in Managing Financial
Risk; (4) Origins, Contagion, and Risk; (5) Effects on Emerging Markets:
Latin America; Russia and the Financial Crisis; (6) Effects on Europe and
The European Response: The ¿European Framework for Action¿; The
British Rescue Plan; Collapse of Iceland¿s Banking Sector; (7) Impact on
Asia and the Asian Response: Asian Reserves and Their Impact; National
Responses; (8) International Policy Issues: Bretton Woods II; G-20
Meetings; The International Monetary Fund; Changes in U.S. Reg¿s. and
Regulatory Structure; (9) Legislation.
The Regulatory Responses to the Global Financial Crisis - Mr.Stijn
Claessens 2014-03-14
We identify current challenges for creating stable, yet efficient financial
systems using lessons from recent and past crises. Reforms need to start
from three tenets: adopting a system-wide perspective explicitly aimed at
addressing market failures; understanding and incorporating into
regulations agents’ incentives so as to align them better with societies’
goals; and acknowledging that risks of crises will always remain, in part
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The effect of bank capital on lending is a critical determinant of the
linkage between financial conditions and real activity, and has received
especial attention in the recent financial crisis. The authors use panelregression techniques to study the lending of large bank holding
companies (BHCs) and find small effects of capital on lending. They then
consider the effect of capital ratios on lending using a variant of Lown
and Morgan's VAR model, and again find modest effects of bank capital
ratio changes on lending. The authors¿ estimated models are then used
to understand recent developments in bank lending and, in particular, to
consider the role of TARP-related capital injections in affecting these
developments. Illus. A print on demand pub.
Usability of Bank Capital Buffers: The Role of Market Expectations - José
Abad 2022-01-28
Following the COVID shock, supervisors encouraged banks to use capital
buffers to support the recovery. However, banks have been reluctant to
do so. Provided the market expects a bank to rebuild its buffers, any
draw-down will open up a capital shortfall that will weigh on its share
price. Therefore, a bank will only decide to use its buffers if the value
creation from a larger loan book offsets the costs associated with a
capital shortfall. Using market expectations, we calibrate a framework
for assessing the usability of buffers. Our results suggest that the cases
in which the use of buffers make economic sense are rare in practice.
Stress Testing at the IMF - Mr.Tobias Adrian 2020-02-05
This paper explains specifics of stress testing at the IMF. After a brief
section on the evolution of stress tests at the IMF, the paper presents the
key steps of an IMF staff stress test. They are followed by a discussion on
how IMF staff uses stress tests results for policy advice. The paper
concludes by identifying remaining challenges to make stress tests more
useful for the monitoring of financial stability and an overview of IMF
staff work program in that direction. Stress tests help assess the
resilience of financial systems in IMF member countries and underpin
policy advice to preserve or restore financial stability. This assessment
and advice are mainly provided through the Financial Sector Assessment
Program (FSAP). IMF staff also provide technical assistance in stress
testing to many its member countries. An IMF macroprudential stress
test is a methodology to assess financial vulnerabilities that can trigger
systemic risk and the need of systemwide mitigating measures. The
definition of systemic risk as used by the IMF is relevant to
understanding the role of its stress tests as tools for financial
surveillance and the IMF’s current work program. IMF stress tests
primarily apply to depository intermediaries, and, systemically important
banks.
Keynes, the Keynesians and Monetarism - Tim Congdon 2007
''Keynes, the Keynesians and Monetarism is an intriguing miscellaneous
of essays by one of Britain''s leading monetarist economists in the 1980s
and in the 1990s. The book indeed brings together the main academic
papers written by the author revising and up-to-dating the previous
collection titled, Reflections on Monetarism, with the new papers
published in the first years of 2000. The book by this "advocate" of
monetarism is very often appealing and provocative, covering topics that
are fundamental to macroeconomic thinking and policy-making. . .
certainly appealing for macroeconomists and researchers. . .'' Lino Sau,
History of Economic Ideas ''In the context of the current economic
climate, this volume provides an excellent opportunity for reappraising
the arguments on both sides of the debate. . . The importance of this
volume is that it provides the interested reader with an excellent
summary of the monetarist position prior to the current crisis.'' Economic
Outlook and Business Review ''Tim Congdon has been Britain''s leading
monetarist for about three decades. . . He has a sharp eye for statistics,
for history, for the twists and flows of intellectual fads, and for the
political arena where debate hardens suddenly into the stone of decision.
He is subtle, practical, bellicose and highly articulate. This volume is
vintage Congdon in every sense.'' Peter Sinclair, The Business Economist
''Tim Congdon''s book revisits the intellectual battlefields of British
monetary theory and policy. A doughty advocate of monetarism, he is
stimulating, controversial and entertaining.'' Charles Goodhart, London
School of Economics and Political Science, UK ''Whether rescuing
Keynes from the "Keynesians" or finding support in his earlier works for
a distinctly British version of Monetarism, Tim Congdon writes with
engaging and provocative enthusiasm. This is a timely collection too,
coming from a long-standing exponent of ideas that policy makers are
once again beginning to take seriously. It deserves the careful attention
of anyone interested in British monetary policy.'' David Laidler,
University of Western Ontario, Canada ''As with all Tim Congdon''s
writing, beautifully written and vigorously argued.'' Robert Sidelsky,
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author of the biography John Maynard Keynes: Economist, Philosopher,
Statesman Keynes, the Keynesians and Monetarism is a major
contribution to the continuing debate on macroeconomic policy-making.
Tim Congdon has been a strong supporter of monetarist economic
principles for over 30 years. His writings in the newspapers and for
parliamentary committees, as well as in academic journals played an
influential role in the transformation of British macroeconomic policy in
the 1980s and 1990s. This book brings together the main papers written
by the author since his 1992 collection, Reflections on Monetarism. It
challenges several ''conventional wisdoms'' about UK macroeconomic
policy (and thinking about policy), arguing for example that the
Keynesians'' advocacy of incomes policy and fiscal activism in the
immediate post-war decades did not have a clear basis in Keynes''s own
writings. The book denies that the UK had a ''Keynesian revolution'', in
the sense of a deliberately pursued fiscal activism to promote ''full
employment''. Implicit throughout the volume is a distinctive view of how
the economy works, with an account of the transmission mechanism
(from money to the economy) in which movements in asset prices and
aggregate demand are strongly influenced by the quantity of money.
Congdon uses this approach to demonstrate that monetary policy has
had more powerful effects on macroeconomic activity in the post-war
period than fiscal policy. He also suggests that the now fashionable ''New
Keynesian'' view of policy-making acknowledges the primacy of monetary
policy and would be better termed ''output gap monetarism''. In short,
Keynes, the Keynesians and Monetarism contends that monetarism
defeated Keynesianism in the battle of ideas in the 1970s and 1980s. The
achievement of greater macroeconomic stability in the last 15 years is
largely due to the impact of monetarist thinking on policy-making. The
book is clearly and attractively written, and covers topics that are
fundamental to macroeconomic thinking and policy-making. It will be a
provocative and appealing read for scholars at all levels of economics,
macroeconomics and monetary theory. It will also find an audience
among policymakers in central banks and finance ministries, business
economists working in companies, and financial economists in the City of
London and other centres.
Interactive Macroeconomics - Corrado Di Guilmi 2017-04-04
This book describes the analysis of macroeconomic agent based models
using the tools of statistical mechanics.
The Federal Reserve System Purposes and Functions - Bd of Governors
of the Federal Reserve 2002
Provides an in-depth overview of the Federal Reserve System, including
information about monetary policy and the economy, the Federal Reserve
in the international sphere, supervision and regulation, consumer and
community affairs and services offered by Reserve Banks. Contains
several appendixes, including a brief explanation of Federal Reserve
regulations, a glossary of terms, and a list of additional publications.
Advanced Placement Economics - John S. Morton 2005-06
The teacher guide accompanies the student activities books in macro and
microeconomics for teaching collegelevel economics in AP Economics
courses. The publication contains course outlines, unit plans, teaching
instructions, and answers to the student activities and sample tests.
Balance of Payments Compilation Guide - International Monetary
Fund 1995-03-15
A companion document to the fifth edition of the Balance of Payments
Manual, the Balance of Payments Compilation Guide shows how the
conceptual framework described in the Manual may be implemented in
practice. The primary purpose of the Guide is to provide practical
guidance for using sources and methods to compile statistics on the
balance of payments and the international investment position. the Guide
is designed to assist balance of payments compilers and statisticians in
understanding the relative strengths and weaknesses of various
approaches. The material reflects the emergence of new data sources
and adaptations in the application of statistical methodologies to
changing circumstances. Discussed in the Guide are all of the tasks that
a BOP compiler normally performs. Appendices contain a set of model
BOP questionnaires and a set of model BOP publication tables.
Relationships between the balance of payments statistics and relevant
aspects of national accounts are covered as well.
Unemployment Fluctuations and Stabilization Policies - Jordi Gali
2011-07-01
A new approach for introducing unemployment into the New Keynesian
framework. The past fifteen years have witnessed the rise of the New
Keynesian model as a framework of reference for the analysis of
fluctuations and stabilization policies. That framework, which combines
the rigor and internal consistency of dynamic general equilibrium models
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determined health inequities, including what the major challenges are in
this assessment. It illustrates the extent to which an economic argument
can be made in favour of investment in 3 major social determinants of
health areas: education, social protection, and urban development and
infrastructure. It describes whether education policy, social protection,
and urban development, housing and transport policy can act as health
policy"-World Trade Statistical Review 2019 - World Trade Organization
2019-10-07
A comprehensive overview of the latest developments in world trade,
covering the details of merchandise trade by product and trade in
commercial services
The Federal Reserve's Large-scale Asset Purchase Programs - Stefania
D'Amico 2012

with such typically Keynesian assumptions as monopolistic competition
and nominal rigidities, makes possible a meaningful, welfare-based
analysis of the effects of monetary policy rules. But the conspicuous
absence of unemployment from the standard New Keynesian model has
given rise to both criticism and attempts to rectify this anomaly. In this
book, Jordi Galí, one of the major contributors to the New Keynesian
literature, offers a new approach to introducing unemployment into that
framework. Galí's approach involves a reinterpretation of the labor
market in the standard New Keynesian model with staggered wage
setting (rather than a modification or extension of the model, as has been
proposed by others). The resulting framework preserves the convenience
of the representative household paradigm and allows one to determine
the equilibrium levels of employment, the labor force, and hence the
unemployment rate conditional on the monetary policy in place. Galí
develops the basic model, embedding it in a standard New Keynesian
framework with staggered price and wage setting; revisits the
relationship between economic fluctuations and efficiency through the
lens of the new model, developing a measure of the output gap; and
analyzes the relation between unemployment and the design of monetary
policy.
The Agricultural Outlook - 1998

Investing in Climate, Investing in Growth - OECD 2017-05-23
This report provides an assessment of how governments can generate
inclusive economic growth in the short term, while making progress
towards climate goals to secure sustainable long-term growth. It
describes the development pathways required to meet the Paris
Agreement objectives.
International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital
Standards - 2004

The Economics of Social Determinants of Health and Health Inequalities
- World Health Organization 2013
"This resource book discusses the economic arguments that could (and
could not) be put forth to support the case for investing in the social
determinants of health on average and in the reduction in socially
determined health inequalities. It provides an overview and introduction
into how economists would approach the assessment of the economic
motivation to invest in the social determinants of health and socially
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Budget of the U.S. Government, Fiscal Year 2022 - Executive Office
of the President 2021-05-30
The Budget of the United States Government is a collection of documents
that contains the budget message of the President, information about the
President's budget proposals for Fiscal Year 2021, and other budgetary
publications that have been issued for FY 2021.
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